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Figure 1: Visual communication with our system, VisPoll. VisPoll allows viewers to make visual input during live streaming
or live online lectures. (A) Streamer prompts viewers for input about the position of hydrogen and oxygen molecules. (B)
Viewers provide input by arranging the molecule symbols given by the streamer. (C) Streamer aggregates the viewers’ inputs
and presents a summary visualization to the viewers. Each row indicates different clusters of viewers’ input, with the size of
the molecules indicating the number of viewers corresponding to the cluster. Here we show only the viewer interface; the
corresponding streamer interface is shown in Figure 8.

ABSTRACT
Live streaming is gaining popularity across diverse application
domains in recent years. A core part of the experience is streamer-
viewer interaction, which has been mainly text-based. Recent sys-
tems explored extending viewer interaction to include visual ele-
ments with richer expression and increased engagement. However,
understanding expressive visual inputs becomes challenging with
many viewers, primarily due to the relative lack of structure in
visual input. On the other hand, adding rigid structures can limit
viewer interactions to narrow use cases or decrease the expressive-
ness of viewer inputs. To facilitate the sensemaking of many visual
inputs while retaining the expressiveness or versatility of viewer
interactions, we introduce a visual input management framework
(VIMF) and a system, VisPoll, that help streamers specify, aggregate,
and visualize many visual inputs. A pilot evaluation indicated that
VisPoll can expand the types of viewer interactions. Our frame-
work provides insights for designing scalable and expressive visual
communication for live streaming.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, live streaming, online videos broadcasted
in real-time, is becoming increasingly popular in a wide range of
domains, including gaming [16], art creation [11], finance [36],
cooking [36], programming [9], and language learning [5]. The
usage of real-time broadcasting of videos has increased more after
the outbreak of COVID-19. For example, video conferencing tools
have been used for virtual events, conferences, and remote lectures
for K-12 and university-level education [31].

In live streaming, there are usually multiple viewers who actively
communicate with the streamer and other viewers, enriching the
content. Viewers usually interact via chat messages, conveying
opinions and questions to the streamer or other viewers [9, 36].
However, as chat is separated from the video and takes the form
of text, it has limited expressiveness when communicating around
visual and spatial elements in the video. Visual input overlaid on the
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Figure 2: Use case: Physics lecture. The viewers are asked to
annotate frictionwith an arrow. They can conveymagnitude
information with the length, and direction with the rota-
tion of the arrow, along with the position information. The
streamer can aggregate and visualize visual inputs, with the
width of the arrow indicating the number of viewer inputs
in each cluster.

video, like visual annotations, can further enrich communication
in live streaming [21]. For instance, it allows viewers to easily
refer to a part of the video [12, 56], express their ideas in rich
ways [21], and help them consume streaming content actively with
diagramming [7, 28, 45].

With these benefits in mind, some recent live streaming and
video conferencing systems allow viewers to make visual inputs [19,
30, 46]. A core challenge in such systems is to manage and under-
stand viewers’ collective inputs. While scalability is a prominent
problem for text-based interactions [16], it is even more challenging
for visual inputs, as they lack appropriate structure for aggregation
and sensemaking. To mitigate this problem, existing tools give up
certain benefits of visual inputs by either limiting the number of
viewers who can provide inputs [46] or by restricting their expres-
siveness [19, 30].

We conducted a formative study to understand challenges in
enabling scalable visual interaction, and found a tension between
viewer expressiveness, coherency, and low interaction threshold.
Streamers mentioned that expressive viewer inputs tend to vary
a lot between viewers, leading to low coherency and difficulty in
understanding when there are many of them. Furthermore, ex-
pressive viewer inputs such as free form drawing or diagrams re-
quire a higher threshold of skill on the viewers. Finally, streamers
also wanted the viewer inputs to be general and adaptable to their
streaming content and settings.

Based on findings from the formative study, we introduce a vi-
sual input management framework (VIMF), which lets streamers
specify, aggregate, visualize, and perform sensemaking on multiple
viewer inputs with low threshold, high adaptability, and desired ex-
pressiveness (Figure 1). We enable this by structuring viewer visual
inputs with the combination of visual attributes like shape, color,
size, rotation, and position, so that visual inputs can be flexibly con-
trolled and managed. Visual attribute structure allows streamers to
specify and constrain the visual input. For instance, in Figure 1B the
streamer is asking where oxygen and hydrogen will be generated
with electrolysis on water, and the streamer can allow viewers to
answer this question by specifying shapes to only hydrogen and
oxygen symbols, while allowing positioning them on the diagram
of water. It allows required expressiveness to viewers, which is

Figure 3: Design space of viewer input systems in live stream-
ing. Our focus is on enabling sensemaking of viewer vi-
sual inputs through aggregation, by allowing streamers to
prompt and manage viewer interactions.

positioning objects, while preventing viewers from giving irrele-
vant input, like random drawing. As streamers can configure these
visual inputs from their side, it would also reduce workload from
the viewers. Most importantly, with the structure, the aggregation
and visualization of visual inputs become possible, enabling the
sensemaking of many viewer inputs (Figure 1C). Furthermore, our
framework allows streamers to bring up a variety of viewer in-
teractions with varying levels of expressiveness. For instance, for
physics lectures on dynamics (Figure 2), viewers can be allowed to
annotate force vectors with arrows, which convey rotation, length,
and position information.

We instantiated VIMF into an initial system, VisPoll. We first in-
troduce application use cases in three domains: educational lectures,
creative live streaming, and game streaming. Then, we conducted
a preliminary evaluation with 3 streamers and 43 viewers, to learn
how streamers and viewers would use our framework. We found
out that streamers in diverse application domains could leverage
our tool to further engage viewers with visual input interactions.
Furthermore, streamers used visualization features with diverse
strategies to understand the overall answers from viewers. Viewers
also found our VisPoll to be helpful, for active engagements and bet-
ter understandings of fellow viewer inputs. We further discuss how
our framework can be expanded to include more types of viewers-
streamer interactions, with more expressive visual attributes and
visualizations. Our framework introduces a way of enabling scal-
able visual communication from viewers in live streaming without
losing adaptability or expressiveness in viewer interactions.

This paper contributes the followings: 1) Opportunities and chal-
lenges in using visual inputs from viewers. 2) VIMF, which allows
sensemaking of many viewer inputs without losing expressiveness,
having a low threshold and high adaptability. 3) VisPoll, an initial
live streaming system instantiating VIMF. 4) Preliminary evaluation
with 3 streamers and 43 viewers and diverse use cases demonstrat-
ing the potential of VIMF in multiple application domains.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Viewer Inputs in Live Streaming
In live streaming, viewer interactions have facilitated engagement [32,
36], the sense of community [32, 36], and exchange of informa-
tion [6, 9, 11, 36]. While they have mainly been in chat [16], to max-
imize the benefits of viewer interactions, researchers and practition-
ers have been designing tools that allow viewers to communicate
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with richer modalities, including images [5, 36, 56], videos [5, 46],
audios [5, 17, 46], and controls in games [13, 29, 44]. Similarly, video
conferencing tools also allow viewers to make inputs in various
modalities, including video and audio [21]. Among these expanded
modalities, visual inputs have a large potential in facilitating com-
munication between viewers and the streamer with high expres-
siveness. For example, with visual inputs, viewers can more easily
refer to a confusing part in the stream [12, 56].

However, existing tools for audience interactions suffer the prob-
lem of scalability. Many live streaming or video conferencing set-
tings tend to have many viewers and as many existing systems
allow viewers to make input at any time, unmanaged viewer inputs
could easily overload the information channel. This has been a clear
problem with chat-based interactions in live streaming [16], and is
a generalizable problem for other modalities.

This problem made researchers and practitioners explore solu-
tion approaches (Figure 3). One set of solutions focused on systems
where viewers take initiatives in making inputs. One specific ap-
proach is only showing selected inputs from viewers. For instance,
many commercial live streaming systems only share viewer con-
tent when they donate to the streamer [46]. However, with this
approach, the streamer cannot get the overall inputs from viewers.
Another approach is giving structures to viewer inputs and aggre-
gating them into a more succinct form [30]. However, it does not
allow streamers to use it in other contexts than the specific setting.

Another set of systems allowed viewers to make inputs only
when prompted by the streamer. It allows controllability in input
flow and collection of homogeneous inputs. Some systems, like
iClicker for remote learning [19] and Smart Click Maps [8], allow
viewers to place a click on the video when prompted and show the
aggregated view of clicks to the streamer. However, these systems
did not allow expressive visual inputs. A more advanced version
of the tool is StreamWiki [35], which collects textual inputs with
prompting and aggregates them to create a summary of live stream-
ing content. However, it only leveraged textual inputs, not visual
inputs. Moreover, this system lacks flexibility on how viewer inputs
can be visualized, as the streamer does not have control over it.

Building upon previous work, we propose an approach that helps
presenters to understand many viewers’ visual inputs. We hit the
balance in strengths and limitations of previous tools, allowing
more expressive visual inputs compared to previous tools that only
allow simple visual inputs [8, 19], while allowing streamers to
adapt our tool to diverse settings, unlike previous tools that only
functioned in a specfic streaming setting [30]. We allow streamers
to prompt viewers to collect visual inputs and do aggregation and
visualization on collected inputs.

2.2 Polling Tools
There have been many tools for authoring and deploying polls to
collect people’s opinions and inputs [10, 39, 47]. Among them, some
were designed for collecting audience responses in presentations,
and questions were usually in multiple-choice [19, 24]. Forum [20]
is one of the earliest systems that allows multiple-choice question
polls while giving a remote presentation. Many commercial sys-
tems for multiple-choice question polls in virtual presentations
were introduced afterwards [40, 50]. Among them, iClicker for

remote learning [19] is the most similar to our work. It allows stu-
dents to answer polling questions by placing visual markers on
the presented slide. DataSelfie [26] is also similar to our work as it
allows users to create questionnaires with visual elements. How-
ever, in DataSelfie, questions are created for answering qualitative
and nuanced personal aspects. Our work extends previous work
by allowing presenters to collect viewer inputs through rich visual
elements and presents them in the visualization.

2.3 Visualization Autoring Tools
While many visualization tools have been developed, researchers
have been pushing them to be more accessible to those without
programming knowledge. Visualization toolkits and libraries such
as D3.js [3], Vega [43], and ggplot2 [51] are on the one extreme
which requires high expertise for users. Tableau lowers the required
expertise for creating visualization by allowing users to create a
visualization with drag-and-drop interactions, while automating
visual encoding [49]. Lyra [42] and Data Illustrator [34] expanded
flexibility and customizability for directly manipulated visualiza-
tions. DataInk [55] and Data-Driven Guides [27] allowed users
to create a visualization with further expressiveness by allowing
more flexible binding of data with diverse visual attributes, such
as length, area, position, or color. DataQuilt even allowed users to
leverage real images in visualization, by manipulating them with
data values [57]. Our work is similar to these tools in that we also
support users to do a visualization with direct manipulation and
binding of visual attributes to data. However, our work’s context is
different in that we aim for allowing streamers to do visualization
on visual inputs collected from viewers during live streaming. In
our setting, input data is the viewer’s created visual input, and we
aggregate and visualize those inputs with input visual attributes.

2.4 Visualization of Mass Users
Visualization has been used as one of the approaches to ease the load
of understanding a massive amount of data streaming in real-time,
for social media [2, 4, 37], crowdsourcing [41], and education [14].
However, they did not visualize visual inputs from users. On the
other hand, work like MudSlide [12] visualizes visual inputs from
users, students’ confusion marks put on educational slides. How-
ever, the collection and visualization did not happen in real-time.
Our work allows streamers to aggregate and visualize visual inputs
from many viewers in real-time live streaming settings.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
To understand the current practice and needs around viewer visual
input in live streaming, we conducted semi-structured interviews
with three streamers and one expert researcher in live streaming. In
the formative study, we primarily asked 1) how streamers interact
with viewers, 2) how streamers leverage visual inputs from viewers,
and 3) challenges in existing visual interaction approaches with
viewers. We recruited a diverse set of participants to understand
the broad needs of viewer visual interactions in live streaming. We
recruited four practitioners: a secondary school teacher in social
science in South Korea, who taught remote classes with around 20
students for a semester (F1), a full-time CS professor in the United
States who taught classes with 200~300 students for half a semester
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(F2), a creative live streamer in motion graphics, with 3 years of
experience (F3), and an HCI researcher who has done live streaming
research in diverse domains for four years with some experiences
in doing gaming live streaming (F4). Interviews were recorded and
transcribed. For the analysis, one author did iterative coding with
inductive analysis, and other authors reviewed codes.

3.1 Findings
3.1.1 Expressive viewer inputs would facilitate viewer engagement
and clear communication. Interviewees expected expressive visual
inputs could increase engagement of viewers with interesting in-
teractions. Participants in education domains (F1, F2) were eager
to interact with the viewers to elicit their level of understanding,
so that they can provide better lectures to viewers. For example, to
engage viewers, F1 was asking viewers to create visual diagrams
on the learned content with Google Jam Board. Participants also
thought visual inputs can let viewers more accurately express their
ideas. For example, in creative live streaming, F3 mentioned that
when viewers were asking questions about the tool, as viewers
might not know of the exact name for a button in the tool, they
struggle to ask questions only with textual inputs. For such a case,
F3 mentioned viewers “drawing on the screen” would be helpful.
While viewer interactions can have benefits, streamers also men-
tioned possible challenges in using them. We explain them below.

3.1.2 Viewer interactions are hard to be coherent with expressive
inputs. Interviewees expected that, when many viewers are allowed
to make a flexible visual input, it would be easy to be incoherent. For
instance, F3 mentioned: “If you have one person drawing a picture,
it’s good. But if it is ten people drawing a picture, it can be a mess.”
Furthermore, F4 mentioned that a lot of streamers were concerned
about confronting unexpected trolling and abusive content when
viewers are given flexible visual input tools. Due to these problems,
with expressive viewer interactions, interviewees tend to invite a
certain viewer and only interact with the viewer at a time. However,
this is still limited as they cannot make sense of collective voices
through viewer interactions.

3.1.3 Expressive viewer inputs can put a high bar for viewers to
participate. Interviewees noted that expressive viewer interactions
can be complex and put higher threshold for viewers. This high
threshold can possibly hurt their self-efficacy and engagement. In
an educational setting, F2 noted that keeping the viewer interaction
at the right difficulty is important. Similarly, F4 noted that allowing
viewers to do free drawing can be dangerous as they can lose the
track of the streaming by focusing too much on the drawing.

3.1.4 Interesting viewer interactions are hard to adapt to other live
streaming content or other contexts. Streamers mentioned difficulty
in adapting viewer interactions. F1 mentioned that while more inter-
esting and higher quality viewer interactions can be accomplished
by preparation, it also forces the streamer to follow the prepared
streaming design. Thus, such streaming would lack adaptability in
reacting to viewers, which is one of the main benefits of doing live
streaming. Furthermore, F1 preferred viewer interaction tools that
are widely applicable to various settings, as F1 can reuse them for
multiple rounds of live streaming with different content.

3.1.5 Other challenges: Interviewees also mentioned other chal-
lenges such as the time delay between a streamer and viewers, or the
streamer’s split of attention between viewer interaction interfaces
and other interfaces [56].

3.2 Design Goals
Based on the formative study and previous work, we present de-
sign goals for viewer interactions through visual inputs. Previous
systems showed trade-offs in designing viewer interactions, satisfy-
ing one strength among expressiveness, coherency, or adaptability,
while having weakness to others (Section 2.1). Similarly, findings
from formative study revolve around trade-offs in expressiveness
(Section 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3), coherency (Section 3.1.2), adaptability
(Section 3.1.4), and having a low interaction threshold (Section
3.1.3). Followings are four design goals around these trade-offs:

G1-Expressiveness: Allow viewers to express themselves flexi-
bly through visual inputs.

G2-Coherency:Collect relevant viewer inputs and presentmany
viewer inputs in an easily understandable way.

G3-Low Interaction Threshold: Keep interaction easy so that
viewers without much skills in creating visual inputs can engage.

G4-Adaptability: Allow streamers to adapt viewer interactions
to the different content and changing context of live streaming.

4 VISUAL INPUT MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK DESIGN

Based on identified design goals, we propose our visual input man-
agement framework (VIMF) (Figure 4), which allows streamers to
specify what visual inputs viewers can create, aggregate collected
viewer inputs, and visualize aggregated visual inputs in a coherent
and understandable way. VIMF is an interaction framework, which
describes generalizable design elements to allow streamers to un-
derstand many visual inputs without losing low threshold, high
adaptability, and desired expressiveness in visual inputs.

For example, in Figure 1, a streamer is interested in eliciting
viewer answers about "how electrolysis would work on water", and
more specifically, "from where oxygen and hydrogen would be gen-
erated, at the anode or the cathode". As the streamer wants to only
elicit positional information of oxygen and hydrogen, not their size
or shape, the streamer can specify that viewers should use oxygen
and hydrogen symbols given by the streamer and only change their
positions (Figure 4A). After collecting visual inputs from viewers,
the streamer would want to understand how viewers answered.
This can be challenging if there are a lot of viewers. To address this
challenge, our framework allows streamers to aggregate viewer
inputs with visual aspects they consider (Figure 4B), which are
positions of objects in Figure 1. After the aggregation, the streamer
can make sense of the result by visualizing them on top of the video
(Figure 4C), as in Figure 1C.

VIMF accomplishes this by structuring viewer visual inputs and
visualizations as a combination of visual attributes. In the following,
we explain what visual attributes are and how they enable our
framework to address our design goals.
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Figure 4: Visual input management framework. Our framework helps with sensemaking many visual inputs from viewers.

4.1 Visual Attributes
Visual inputs have different visual variables that distinguish them
from each other, like shape, color, size, position, or rotation [38], and
they can be leveraged to encode and convey information. For exam-
ple, in Figure 1B, viewers can convey information about where each
molecule will be generated by varying the position of the symbols.
In this work, we consider such visual variables as visual attributes.
Our framework structures visual inputs as the combination of these
visual attributes, so that streamers can manage visual objects flexi-
bly, but in an organized way. Note that visual attributes have a wide
range, from those on a static, single object, to those on dynamic or
multiple objects [54], like animation or distance between objects
(Figure 4). While the full range of visual attributes can possibly be
leveraged for VIMF, in this work we focus on a specific set of visual
attributes. We explain our scope and rationale behind the scope in
the following section (Section 5). In the following, we describe how
visual attributes are leveraged to enable each step of our framework,
and how they address design goals.

4.1.1 Specify Visual Input Collection. When streamers are elicit-
ing visual inputs from viewers, they would want to collect inputs
relevant to the streaming, while assuring the right level of expres-
siveness and difficulty. Structuring viewer inputs through visual
attributes enable streamers to flexibly specify what visual inputs
are allowed to viewers, addressing the aforementioned challenges.
For instance, in the example in Figure 1, the streamer is interested
in eliciting the positional information of the objects, while the size
or the rotation is not crucial. Since visual attributes for a visual
object can be controlled independently, with VIMF, in this case, the
streamer would loosen the restriction of the position attribute, while
tightening the restrictions on other visual attributes (e.g., size, rota-
tion). This would enable viewers to manipulate the position only.
It allows streamers to only collect relevant visual inputs (G2, G4)
with enough expressiveness (G1) to viewers. Furthermore, based

on the viewers’ skill and expertise, the streamer can give more
or fewer restrictions (G3). For instance, if viewers do not know
that oxygen and hydrogen can be generated from either cathode
or anode, streamers would be able to specify viewers to create vi-
sual objects only on anode and cathode. After the streamer is done
with configuring the viewer input, the streamer can start collecting
visual inputs from viewers.

4.1.2 Aggregate Visual Inputs. After collecting visual inputs from
viewers, VIMF allows streamers to aggregate collected visual in-
puts, so that streamers and viewers can better understand collected
inputs (G2). Visual attributes enable this by giving computational
structures to visual inputs, which can be effectively aggregated
with computational means. As not all visual attributes would be
important in aggregating viewer inputs, our framework allows
streamers to configure which visual attributes need to be considered
for the aggregation. For instance, in Figure 1, as only the position
of each molecule is important information, streamers can choose
the position information to be considered for the aggregation. The
aggregation would output aggregated clusters, with aggregated
data attributes, which are the summarized variables of each cluster.
Aggregated data attributes include the average of visual attributes
from viewer inputs in the cluster, the number of visual inputs, and
the similarity metric, which can be visual attributes reduced to a
single value with techniques like PCA dimension reduction (bottom
right of Figure 4).

4.1.3 Visualize Visual Inputs. While aggregation can effectively
summarize received viewer inputs, the aggregation result by itself
might not be understandable. To facilitate the understanding of
summarized viewer inputs, the streamer can visualize the aggre-
gated result on the video (G2). This is achieved with visualizations
composed of visual attributes matched with data [34, 55]. In our
framework, the visual attributes of visualization are matched with
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aggregated data attributes. For instance, for visualization in Fig-
ure 1C, the sizes of objects in the visualization are used to indicate
how many viewers answered in a certain way. The visualizations
can bring further benefits if closely combined with the context
of the underlying video content [52]. For example, in Figure 1C,
as the video has visuals of anode and cathode, if visualization is
done in relation to these, it would more effectively explain where
viewers placed objects. Thus, while managing visualization mainly
by matching with aggregated data attributes, our framework allows
some flexibility in configuring the visualization layout (G4). We
further explain which flexibility is allowed in our initial system out
of the framework in the later section (Section 5).

5 VISPOLL: UI ANDWORKFLOW
We instantiated the VIMF by designing it into the initial prototype,
VisPoll. VIMF has the potential to be used for a wide range of
settings with diverse visual attributes. However, in this work, we
introduce an initial design of the framework, which considers the
design goals and technical viability. We first describe the initial
prototype’s scope of design. Then, we introduce how we designed
VisPoll, a prototype tool that enables visual polling by configuring
viewer inputs, aggregation, and visualization.

5.1 Scope of Design
We first introduce the scope of design for VisPoll, why we chose
specific visual attributes and visualizations.

5.1.1 Scope in Visual Attributes. We scope our design to mainly
consider visual attributes on a static-single visual entity or object
(Figure 4). Animations and groups of objects facilitate a richer
set of visual attributes and parameterization. However, crafting
animation and considering spatial relationships between multiple
objects would require more complex interactions than specifying a
single object. As viewer interactions need to have a low threshold
(G3), we did not consider them in our initial prototype.

As the result, we scope on the following visual attributes, which
we adopted from the principles for visual encoding [38]: shape,
color, size, rotation, and position. For most of these attributes, they
can be flexibly specified, aggregated, and visualized with existing
techniques. However, for the shape, if inputs are highly expressive,
like free sketches, there can be technical challenges in doing specifi-
cation and aggregation, as free-form shapes have a very high degree
of freedom (i.e., degree of freedom equal to the number of whole
pixels). For expressive inputs, machine learning-based recognition
might be able to be used for aggregation, but it would be limited
as each live streaming channel is highly contextualized, requiring
all different recognition systems for them. Furthermore, there is
no clear approach to give restrictions on free-from drawing inputs.
Hence, in the current design, instead of free-form sketches, we use
symbols, or image icons, as discrete categories of shapes (e.g., image
stickers). It also resonates with one of our design goals - the viewer
interaction should not be complex (G3).

In addition to graphical primitives, VisPoll also provides visually
anchored text boxes to facilitate expressiveness (G1). Texts can be
aggregated via existing approaches such as tf-idf [23].

5.1.2 Scope in Visualization. VisPoll enables the direct configura-
tion and manipulation of viewer input visualization. Within VisPoll,
aggregated visual inputs from the viewers are visualized as glyphs
(Figure 7A) for their effectiveness of conveying visual informa-
tion [1]. The streamers can distribute these glyphs in axis-based
visualizations (Figure 6) by assigning the desired aggregated data
attributes to each axis. For example, in Figure 6, axes are positioning
the glyphs according to the number of inputs in each cluster and x
position, respectively. Furthermore, in Figure 6, the size of glyphs
is used to visualize the number of inputs in each cluster.

VisPoll currently focuses on axis-based visualizations, as they
are flexible enough to demonstrate diverse visualization views (Fig-
ure 7B), but also familiar enough to the general users. Prior systems
in supporting the flexible construction of glyph visualizations can
be applied to VisPoll to further improve its expressiveness [34, 55].

5.2 Setup and Implementation
We implemented VisPoll as a web application, using HTML, CSS,
and javascript, with React as a front-end framework, and Feathers as
a back-end framework. Feathers enabled our application to function
in real-time. In our interface for streamers and viewers, we embed
Twitch video through its API. Hence, both viewers and streamers
can come to the url of our interface and use functionalities of VisPoll
while having access to Twitch video.

For the broadcasting of the video, streamers can use applica-
tions like OBS1. These applications allow the flexible composition
of the video with many visual sources, like a slide show or a cap-
ture of a video camera. With these broadcasting applications, the
streamer should embed a visualization overlay as a browser overlay,
to synchronize the video with the visualization.

5.3 Interaction and workflow
In this section, we explain the workflow and interactions in VisPoll
with a running example. VisPoll is designed to allow streamers
to configure visual interactions for viewers, even when they do
not have programming expertise. Visual polls can be created in
real-time during the streaming, or can be pre-configured as tem-
plates (Section 5.3.4). The user interface of the streamer is shown
in Figure 8.

5.3.1 Specifying Viewer Visual Input. To create a visual poll, the
streamer needs to specify three components - region, shapes, and
other visual attributes that the streamer can allow viewers to control.

Region: The streamer first specifies a region by creating a rectan-
gular area in the screen (Figure 9). All viewer interactions about
visual inputs happen within this region. For example, in Figure 9A,
the streamer specified a region on the graphical representation of
water, the cathode, and the anode. This region is overlaid right
on the video, and streamers can seamlessly combine it with the
underlying video. Moreover, this region naturally gives restrictions
on the positions and sizes of viewer-created visual objects. The
streamer can create, revise, and delete the region.

Shape: The streamer can decide whether to enable the following
two types of shapes: symbols and text boxes. For symbols, the
streamer can add a new symbol either by drawing or uploading

1https://obsproject.com/
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Figure 5: Visual inputs in VisPoll. A) Visual attributes. B) Multiple visual attributes can be combined together to convey infor-
mation. Annotating net force vector applied on a box, using size, rotation, and position information.

Figure 6: Axis-based visualization. Each axis visualizes clus-
ters into glyphs, positioning them with an aggregated data
attribute chosen by the streamer (count and x position). Vi-
sual attributes of glyphs (size) can be matched to aggregated
data attributes (count) to convey information.

an image file. The streamer also can add preset symbols offered
by VisPoll. With added symbols, the streamer can decide which
symbol to allow in each area. For the case of Figure 9A, the streamer
would upload images of oxygen and hydrogen to the tool. With
the streamer’s configuration, the viewers manipulate the shape of
visual inputs with symbols or provide textual input on the screen.

Other Visual Attributes: After specifying regions and shapes,
the streamer specifies other visual attributes, including rotation,
color, size, and the number of objects in the area. The streamer can
specify these visual attributes by giving restrictions. Essentially,
these restrictions indicate to which values these visual attributes
can be set by viewers. Streamers can specify valid visual attribute
values in discrete values or continuous ranges. For example, in the
electrolysis prompt (Figure 1), the streamer would want to tighten
the restrictions for the size and the rotation of the object, as they
are irrelevant to the task. For this case, the streamer can give one
single discrete value for the size and rotation. For rotation, color,
and the number of objects, the streamer can specify a discrete set
or continuous ranges of values on wheels that are appended to
each region (Figure 9B). On the other hand, restrictions on size are
specified with direct manipulation, by directly creating these values
on the area (Figure 9C).

In some cases, the streamer can initialize the visual objects. For
instance, in Figure 9, the streamer initializes one oxygen and two
hydrogen symbols by adding them in the region. When initializing
objects in an area, the streamer is forced to follow the configured
restrictions as in Figure 10.

5.3.2 Collecting Visual Inputs from Viewers. After configuring the
visual inputs, the streamer can start collecting visual inputs from

viewers. For this, the streamer would want the clear separation
between when they are preparing input configurations and when
viewers are allowed to make inputs. Thus, VisPoll has clearly sep-
arated turns for viewers to create visual inputs. During viewers’
turn, VisPoll shows viewers the interface for making visual inputs
with restrictions from the streamer (Figure 10).

Before starting the viewers’ turn, the streamer also can configure
how the turn ends, based on their needs. They can stop the turn
manually, with a certain number of inputs from viewers, or with
a timer. To let viewers know when the turn would possibly end,
VisPoll shows the current status of the turn to viewers (e.g., the
number of submitted viewer inputs). While viewers are allowed to
make inputs, streamers can configure visualization, and when the
turn ends, the visualization is presented to the viewers.

5.3.3 Configuring Aggregation. Once viewer inputs are collected,
they can be aggregated by the streamer for further visualization
and analysis. VisPoll enables the streamers to select 1) the visual
attributes by which the viewer inputs are aggregated and 2) the
number of clusters.

For the electrolysis example (Figure 1), to examine whether the
viewers responded correctly to the streamer’s question, the streamer
can aggregate all the molecules by their positions, instead of other
irrelevant visual attributes such as size or rotation. Streamers can
also aggregate all data points to a few clusters to examine high-level
patterns or to a number of clusters for low-level details, or examine
individual viewer inputs as they were submitted.

Once the streamer specified the visual attribute and the cluster
number for aggregation, for each data point, VisPoll concatenates
the values of the selected visual attribute into a vector. For symbols,
VisPoll appends symbol information into the vector as a one-hot
representation. For texts, the system runs tf-idf [23] and appends
the resulting scores from all words to the vector. Then, with these
vectors from all viewer inputs, VisPoll runs hierarchical cluster-
ing [22] to create aggregated clusters. The aggregation produces
aggregated data attributes for each cluster (Section 4.1.2).

5.3.4 Configuring Visualization. After viewer inputs are aggre-
gated as clusters, streamers can configure and present glyph-based
visualizations of the clusters to effectively communicate any pattern
or insight of the data to the viewers.

The streamer can specify visual attributes for the axis, to distrib-
ute and visualize the glyphs representing the clusters. Two axes
can be combined to create more complex visualizations (Figure 7),
either connecting glyphs from the same cluster with lines (axes not
in perpendicular), or creating 2-dimensional visualization such as
scatter plots and bar plots (axes in perpendicular). For example, in
Figure 11, the streamer configured the horizontal axis to indicate x
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Figure 7: Output visualizations in VisPoll. Visualization with glyphs (A) and axes (B), reflecting aggregated data attributes
either on visual attributes of the glyphs or position on axes.

Figure 8: The streamer’s interface. a) Interface for specifying viewer visual input. A-1) A region for specifying visual attributes
and visual inputs. A-2) Widget for symbol presets and saved visual input configurations. A-3) Widget for allowing viewers to
start making visual inputs. b) Interface for configuring aggregation and visualization. B-1) Aggregated and visualized viewer
inputs. Visualization is done with axis-based layouts and glyphs. B-2) Widget for visualization presets and saved visualization
configurations. B-3) Widget for starting and ending presentation of visualization.

Figure 9: Restricting visual attributes for viewer inputs. A)
A region where viewers can create and manipulate objects.
Streamers can give restrictions on visual attributes with the
Config widget on the right of each region. B and C) Specify-
ing restrictions for input visual attributes.

Figure 10: Restricted object manipulation interactions. The
restriction can be put on size, rotation, color, the number of
object, and the shape of object.

Figure 11: Axes used for 2-dimensional visualization.

position of objects and the vertical axis to show different categories
of groups, according to their similarity. These axes are combined
to make 2-dimensional visualization like a scatter plot.

Streamers can also encode aggregated data attributes with visual
attributes of glyphs, like matching the number of inputs in each
group to the size of glyphs (Figure 11). Built upon the flexible
composition of visual encoding for expressive visualizations [34, 55],
VisPoll enables streamers to flexibly map visual attributes of glyphs
to any aggregated data attributes.

5.3.5 Configuration Library. As live streaming is a dynamic setting,
the streamer would need to switch between different configura-
tions during the presentation. However, doing all configurations
on the fly can be overloading and take much time for streamers. To
overcome this challenge, VisPoll has a configuration library, which
stores both presets and presenter’s own configurations. With this
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library, first, streamers can store their own input and visualiza-
tion configurations as templates before live streaming. During the
streaming, they can select those configurations that most fit with
the streaming content. Second, the library offers presets, which
can be used as a starting point for improvising configurations. This
configuration library would enable streamers to flexibly keep up
with the dynamic nature of live streaming (G4).

For input configuration, VisPoll offers symbols as presets, which
can be used for diverse purposes. For choosing preset symbols, we
referred to existing graphics creation applications such as Google
Slides2 or Power Point3, and included commonly appearing shapes
as presets, such as hearts, circles, and arrows. For visualization,
VisPoll offers preset view layouts, as they can be generally applied
to different visualizations. Taking layouts from methods for making
views [38], we included seven views that can be realized with axes:
one-dimensional plot, scatter plot, vertical bar plot, horizontal bar
plot, parallel coordinate chart, radar chart, and projection of viewer
inputs as they were placed on the video.

6 APPLICATION SCENARIOS
In this section, we demonstrate the use cases of VisPoll in multi-
ple application scenarios. In these demonstrations, viewers can
leverage multiple visual attributes to express their answers, while
streamers can effectively visualize them on the video.

Figure 12: Use case: History Lecture. Predicting the action
that the troop has taken. The viewer can indicate actions
with symbols (shield or sword), and position. The visualiza-
tion shows the aggregated summary of viewer inputs, with
size showing the number of viewers.

6.1 Educational Lectures
In the education scenario, our tool can be used to conduct an in-
lecture evaluation on viewers’ understandings, getting the compre-
hensive feedback on how students understood the lecture. Science
lecture is one specific use case, where information can be conveyed
by multiple visual attributes. In physics, for example, the students
can predict and answer the frictional force applied to the box (Fig-
ure 2), by drawing a vector on the real video [48]. In history lessons,
the streamer can prompt viewers to predict or remember what
decision a troop has made in history (Figure 12). In the above use
cases, by actively creating visual diagrams, viewers would consume
streaming content more critically, as previous research has shown
that active diagramming helps with an accurate comprehension of
information [7, 28, 45], and problem-solving [7].
2https://www.google.com/slides/about/
3https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/powerpoint

6.2 Co-creation in Creative Live Streaming
VisPoll can also be used for collaborative creation in creative live
streaming, by engaging and soliciting visual feedback from viewers.
For example, in Figure 13A, the streamer asks with which color
they should paint each part of the sketch. In another example, the
streamer asks the viewer to leave feedback right on the intermediate
art piece (Figure 13B). By leveraging visual inputs in the video,
viewers can refer to the visuals directly.

6.3 Viewer Participation in Game Streaming
VisPoll can also be used for live game streaming, for interactions like
streamers asking viewer’s opinions about which action the streamer
needs to take. For instance, Helpstone’s stream overlay [30] can be
replicated with VisPoll, which allows viewers to add arrows on the
streamed video, indicating which action the streamer should take.
Arrows added by viewers can be aggregated and visualized thicker
if more viewers draw them similarly. With our tool, streamers can
also choose to allow more freedom in drawing those lines or give
more restrictions as Helpstone, allowing viewers to draw lines only
with certain positions and angles.

7 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
To gain insights about the viability and limitations of our tool, we
deployed VisPoll in three real live streaming sessions and investi-
gated how users interacted with it. Specifically, we focused on the
following questions:

• Q1: Can streamers use VisPoll to come up with new types
of visual input interactions that fit their streaming context?

• Q2: Does VisPoll enable expressive and easy visual interac-
tions for viewers?

• Q3: Do aggregation and visualization help streamers and
viewers understand the overall viewer inputs?

Note that we did not conduct a comparative study to previous
tools as our focus is on investigating possibility of enabling new
types of interactions with VisPoll.

7.1 Participants
We recruited streamers with prior experience in live streaming or
remote lectures. S1 was a creative live streamer who had 5 years
of experience in live streaming and streamed about twice a week.
S2 was a Korean-language-arts teacher in a South Korean middle
school. S3 was a computer science professor in the United States.
Both S2 and S3 had remote teaching experience since the outbreak
of COVID-19. For each streamer, we recruited viewers who were
generally interested in each live streaming topic through a univer-
sity mailing list and social media advertisements.

We recruited 15 viewers for S1, 14 for S2, and 14 for S3. S2’s
sessionwas conducted in Korean, while otherswere in English. Only
for S1, there were 2 non-recruited regular viewers, who voluntarily
used VisPoll. The majority of viewers were recruited, not regular
viewers, due to the practical concern: streamers were reluctant to
use experimental tools with their existing viewers or students, as
such a setting is closely related to their professional occupations
and earnings. Still, our recruitment approach is valid as our focus
was to see what visual interactions streamers and viewers would do
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Figure 13: Use case: Creative live streaming. A) Collecting opinions on coloring. On the sketch, viewers can express their opin-
ions by markers that convey color and position information. The streamer can visualize aggregated inputs, making sense of
the number of inputs with size. B) Asking feedback on a drawing. Viewers can leave feedback on the adequate position of the
drawing with text and symbol. The streamer can aggregate and visualize them to understand the overall feedback.

with our tool, instead of seeing how our tool would impact existing
social dynamics in the streaming. Moreover, this approach has been
widely used in the evaluation of live streaming systems [5, 17].

7.2 Procedure
The evaluation procedure is composed of three rounds of meetings
with each streamer: 1) an initial meeting, 2) a pre-session rehearsal,
and 3) a live session. In the initial meeting, we briefed about the
purpose and use cases of the tool and conducted a tutorial on func-
tionalities of VisPoll. Then, as homework, we asked streamers to
bring up ideas on how they would use the tool for their sessions and
bring configurations before the next meeting. The initial meeting
took around one and a half hours.

In the pre-session, the streamer introduced configurations they
created to the research team. We tried rehearsal on the tool and told
them the procedure of the study for the live session. The pre-session
took about an hour. Before the live streaming session, the streamer
could ask questions about the difficulties they experienced with the
tool to researchers.

With VisPoll and created configurations, the streamer conducted
a live session. We asked participants to use Twitch for streaming the
video. It can be limited that it does not allow certain interactions in
video conferencing tools, such as seeing viewers’ faces or hearing
their voices. However, as our scope of interest is in studying effects
of viewers creating visual inputs on the video content, this limita-
tion is not a critical factor in our evaluation. The session took about
30~40 minutes. During the live session, we recorded the video of
the session in the viewer interface.

After the live session, we conducted a post-session interview
with the streamer. We also asked viewers to do a survey on their
perceived engagement, helpfulness, and fluency in communication,
in Likert-scale questions and open-ended questions. We present
specific questions in the supplementary materials. We compensated
each streamer $125 and each viewer $10.

7.3 Results
We present results based on observations of sessions, streamer
interview data, and answers of viewer open-ended questions. Ob-
servations, streamer interview data, and viewer open-ended an-
swers are analyzed by one author by iterative coding with inductive
analysis, and other authors inspected it. We present quantitative

results of viewer surveys in the supplementary material, as it gen-
erally showed viewers’ favorability to our tool, but without further
insights.

7.3.1 Q1: VisPoll enables visual input interactions that fit with
the streamer’s live streaming context. We first present how each
streamer used VisPoll in their streaming context. Then, we explain
their reaction to the authoring experience.

Figure 14: S1’s creative live streaming. S1 used VisPoll to
collect and visualize people’s opinions on what S1 needs to
draw. A) Collecting viewer inputs. B) Visualizing viewer in-
puts as raw viewer inputs. C) Final drawing

S1 - Getting opinions on what to draw. S1 did a session drawing a
monster, considering the opinion of viewers. To visually get viewer
opinions, S1 had a grid layout displaying different shapes. Viewers
could decide one of them by placing their stickers on one of the grids
(Figure 14A). The streamer checked which got the most votes by
visualizing viewer inputs without the aggregation, as in Figure 14B.
We explain S1’s rationale for this in the later section. The streamer
drew each part of the monster as viewers decided, and with rounds
of this interaction, S1 ended up with a picture as in Figure 14C.

S2 - Annotating grammatical components on a sentence. S2 asked
viewers to annotate grammatical concepts on a sentence shown
on the slide. Figure 15 is one example, where S2 asks viewers to
annotate clauses with boxes, while coloring them according to
their roles in the sentence. Viewers could color the content clause
with red, the adjective clause with blue, and the adverb clause with
green. S2 aggregated viewer answers based on position, size, and the
color of boxes. In the visualization, S2 specified the height of each
glyph proportionate to the number of viewer inputs in the cluster.
The streamer used aggregation flexibly, controlling the number of
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Figure 15: S2’s Korean lecture live streaming. S2 collected
and visualized people’s annotation on clauses. Viewers an-
notated the roles of clauses in different colors. A) Collecting
viewer inputs. B) Visualizing viewer inputs as raw inputs. C)
Visualizing viewer inputs with the aggregation. The height
of each box indicates the number of people in each cluster.

clusters based on their needs (Figure 15B, C). Based on visualized
viewer inputs, S2 gave feedback to viewers.

Figure 16: The usage of VisPoll in S3’s lecture on sorting al-
gorithm. A) S3 prompted viewers to simulate one iteration
of a sorting algorithm with items given as visual objects. B)
S3 visualized each group of answers on each row, with size
indicating the number of viewers in the group.

S3 - Step-by-step execution of sorting. S3 prompted viewers to
do one iteration of bubble sorting, by moving visual objects with
different numbers (Figure 16A). After collecting inputs, the streamer
visualized them by presenting each group of viewer answers in each
row, with scaling size according to the count of viewer inputs in
the group (Figure 16B).

VisPoll puts overhead on streamers, but worths the efforts. Stream-
ers mentioned that they could bring up interactions that add further
values to their live streaming. However, they also mentioned that
the learning curve of the tool was a bit steep. For example, S1 men-
tioned that live streamers tend not to use more tools upon what they
are already using, and making preparation simple would be crucial.
Streamers suggested ways to lower the threshold for streamers, like
the tool giving adaptive instructions during the usage or having
more readily usable and contextualized presets.

7.3.2 Q2: VisPoll enables expressive and easy visual interactions that
engage viewers and facilitate communication. Streamers thought
that VisPoll enables engaging, expressive, but easy visual inter-
actions for viewers. For example, S3 thought that VisPoll enables
viewer interactions to be more expressive than multiple-choice
questions, but with lower overhead compared to verbally asking
viewers questions. Streamers also thought that VisPoll facilitated
the communication with viewers with an additional communica-
tion mean. For example, S1 stated that it can alleviate the difficulty
of referencing to a part of the video: “To actually visually point out

and say, ‘Hey, this is, there’s something a little off about this.’ I think
that’s a whole different experience.”.

Visual interactions also promoted the viewer’s engagement. For
instance, S1V10 mentioned: “It really makes the user feel like they’re
a part of the stream and that their voices are being heard... which you
can often feel like it’s not heard when there are a lot of users in chat.” In
education settings, viewers tried to more actively consume content
with VisPoll. S2V12 mentioned: “I definitely put more thought into
the live stream as I knew these activities were coming and I wanted to
do the activities correctly.”

7.3.3 Q3: Aggregation and visualization helped streamers under-
stand the overall viewer inputs, while engaging viewers more. The
aggregation and visualization made streamers better understand
how viewers answered and led them to have further interactions
with viewers. For instance, S3 could identify “different types of
combinations of answers” and asked viewers motivations behind
answers. Streamers also explored viewer inputs by changing the
aggregation setting. They tend to control the number of clusters
to see different views of collected viewer inputs. S2’s approach
was one example (Figure 15 B, C): “First, I saw the whole inputs to
see outliers, ... Then, I decreased the number of clusters to see how
the overall viewers think.” Furthermore, streamers used visualiza-
tion strategically to maximize viewer engagement. For example, S1
maximized engagement of viewers by showing all viewer inputs
collected: “Everyone’s like, ‘Oh, I could see my sticker’.”

The aggregation and visualization also promoted viewer engage-
ment, as streamers showed reactions to viewer answers. For exam-
ple, S2V7 felt more engagement as the streamer could give feedback
immediately with the help of VisPoll: “I could better concentrate as I
could submit my answer and get immediate feedback.” Furthermore,
viewers felt more engagement with visualization, by seeing how
others answered. For example, S2V4 mentioned: “By looking at other
people’s answer and comparing them to mine, I could get the sense of
engagement that I could have felt in a physical classroom.”

While the benefits of aggregation and visualization were sig-
nificant, there were some uncertainties in using clustering as the
aggregation algorithm. The streamer did not fully understand the
exact mechanism of clustering, and sometimes the clustering could
have done ‘wrong’ in streamers’ notion, like grouping viewer inputs
that should not be grouped together from their perspective.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
8.1 Expanding Input Visual Attributes
VIMF can be further extended towards allowing more visual at-
tributes. First, when aggregating, VisPoll only considers visual
attributes on a single visual object. However, the relationship be-
tween multiple objects can be important for some cases, and VIMF
can be extended for these cases. For example, if a lecturer asks
viewers to diagram a water molecule with two hydrogen and one
oxygen atoms, the angle between two hydrogen atoms would be
important information.

Second, VisPoll only allows symbols and text boxes as shape, but
can be extended to receive more flexible visual inputs. One type is
free sketches recognized by deep learning algorithms [15]. With
rapidly advancing machine learning, this extension would be more
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plausible. Parametric shapes [18] can also be used in our framework
for enhanced expressiveness.

Third, VisPoll only allows static visual inputs. In the future, we
would like to incorporate dynamic inputs. While there have been
some tools supporting easy authoring of dynamic animations [25],
it is worth exploring how to structure, aggregate, and visualize
animations. Furthermore, the value of dynamic inputs would be
further multiplied if it can consider the changing dynamics of the
underlying video. It would possibly be instantiable with the help of
tracking algorithms [53].

8.2 Expanding Visualizations
While VisPoll’s visualization design centers around axis-based lay-
outs with glyphs, it can be expanded to other types of visualizations.
VIMF can employ other flexible and expressive visualization ap-
proaches used in works like Data Illustrator [34] or DataInk [55].
However, as more expressive visualizations may put more overload
in authoring a visualization, it would be also important to prepare
readily usable presets for visualizations.

8.3 Exploring Collected Viewer Inputs
The current version of VisPoll only supports aggregation on the
whole viewer inputs, hence, is limited in exploring a more specific
viewer group’s answers. The future version of VisPoll can be ex-
tended to allow streamers to select with which viewer data they
would do aggregation and visualization. It would allow streamers
to understand viewer inputs more thoroughly. For instance, if a
streamer is curious about how viewers in a specific cluster vary,
they can choose viewer inputs in this cluster and do more specific
clustering on them.

8.4 Multiple Rounds of Visual Input Collection
VisPoll can be expanded to visualize viewer inputs from multi-
ple rounds of collections. It can be helpful for cases where visu-
alizations can make synergy by overlapping them. For example,
if a teacher prompts students to solve physics questions step-by-
step, the teacher can visualize student answers for each step, leave
the correct answer, and overlap correct answers from every step.
Through this, the teacher can visualize a step-by-step solution to
the problem. Likewise, this gradual accumulation of visualizations
from different rounds of prompts also can be used for a collective
visual summarization of lectures [33].

8.5 Deployment in Real-world
We could see the benefits of VIMF and VisPoll from the preliminary
evaluation. We showed that they can be used in diverse streaming
domains and demonstrated general strategies that can be used for
viewer visual communication (e.g., eliciting multiple types of visual
information from viewer inputs). In principle, the benefit would
likely hold also for the large-scale situation with more viewers, but
we did not run an observation with such a situation. Hence, we
are planning to deploy our tool into real live-streaming settings
with more viewers for an in-depth and long-term study. This would
help us to gain further insights about how VisPoll’s impact would
change with a large-scale viewer group.

8.6 Required Efforts from Streamers
One limitation of our tool is that it requires significant efforts
on streamers. To address the limitation, future work can improve
the learning curve of the tool. For instance, the tool can show
instructions automatically, considering the user’s current context.
As participants noted, the tool can also help users by having more
presets they can readily use. Moreover, having a platform where
streamers and viewers can share and co-create presets, similar
to Github4 or Scratch community5, can be another future work
direction. These directions would help users of diverse expertise
easily use and customize visual interactions.

9 CONCLUSION
We present VIMF, which allows streamers to flexibly specify, ag-
gregate, and visualize visual inputs from viewers. With VIMF, the
streamer sense-make of visual inputs from viewers while preserv-
ing expressiveness and adaptability in viewer interactions. The core
idea of VIMF is to structure visual inputs with visual attributes,
which allows flexible management of inputs. Through the imple-
mentation and initial deployment of VisPoll, we found that VIMF
enables new types of interactions between a streamer and view-
ers, which is challenging with existing techniques. While video
is becoming a prevalent and ubiquitous communication medium,
we hope this paper opens up new opportunities for expressive and
scalable visual communications, and inspires HCI researchers to
further explore multi-modal communication channels.
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